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THE COMMON MORMON
M A m N D I n M o w s letter (SUN

STONE, Mar. 1993) caught my eye. The

butterfries in the &cycbpediia ~ o Mormonism
f
(I did dbmwer?b r e v t ?that
~ ~ in 1993 Prentice-Hall published John Feltwell's Encyclopedia ofButterfli4, nor in the Book of Mormon
(unless it is a code word such as curelom).
Maybe there was something back in the Islamic Center next to the butterfly park that
would explain? Didn't someone somewhere
callJoseph Smith ah,AmertcanMubammed?
(.bold H. Green and Lawrence l? Goldrup,
"Joseph Smith, dn &writan Muhafilmed?
An Essay on the Perils of Historical Analogy,"
Dialogue, Spring 1971.) Was there a link between butterflies, Eastern religions, Islam,
and the Book of Mormon? Only someone
like Hugh Nibley w~uldreally know. Well, 1
guess the flood of light wasn't as profound as
I had suspected. For travelers wishing to see
a Common Mumon first hand, the Malaysian Butterfly Wdd is off Japan Chenderasari in Kuala Lumpur.
BOB HUGHS
Hong Kong

thought of Malaysia being the actual location
of the Book of Mormon lands sounded intriguing. The implications of such a discovery would raise again the question of what
the common Mormon should believe. And
just what is a "Common Mormon"?On a trip
to Malaysia I looked for tangible evidence,
from the mist enshrouded Genting Highlands to the sweltering heat of Kuala Lumpur
(which means "muddy estuary"). The Moorish architecture of the city (which highlighted the pervasive Islamic influence) was
punctuated by occasional Hindu and Buddhist shrines. It seemed remote to anything
suggested by the Book of Mormon author(s).
In the heat of the day I sought respite
behind the National Islamic Center and National Mosque in the shade of a butterfly park
that had hundreds of species of butterflies.
As I rounded a comer, the inspiration I had
prepared myself for unfolded before my eyes.
GRANDDADDY'S STORY
The poster explaining key species answered
the question of just what a Common MorI m t I N E MY debght in reading Ann
mon is-nothing more than a butterfly!
Edwards CannonS ''AdNow for a Little
How deliate, how fleeting the thought! A Mamon H u d €Wh%Tam,Dee, 1993)
Common Mormon doesn't rely on SUNSTONEto find myself listed among LW h u m t s as
or the Ensign for strength, but rather the
"Sam Taylor, the gpanddaddy of Uaem all."
sweet nectar of the orchid and hibiscus! My However, I was disturbed bemuse this asheart skipped a beat-maybe I was really on sessment was based on a single book; thus it
to something. Didn't one of the Eastern Mys- was a sad commentary ce9 the scmlty of
tery Religions revere the butterfly? Could Mormon l i t m y humm,
that be one of the plain and precious truths
My book was most furiously denounced
lost over the millennia? (Ir maybe I've gos by Momam h r thiTepyears after its pubhathings mixed up with the Kung Fu television tim in 1948. The story fast was published as
series. Hmmmm . . .
a serial in Collids, a magaztnewith a circulaReturning home, I found no reference to tion of five million. Then it was a book club
JUNE 1994
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selection and it received excellent reviews in
the national press. But the roof fell in in Zion:
I was Making Light of Sacred Things.
I remained in the dog house until Richard
H. Cracroft of ~wphonedin 1978. After our
discussion, he wrote "Samuel W. Taylor and
Heaven Knows Why" (SUNSTONE,
May-June
1980), informing the Saints that the book
was unique; it stood alone. There simply
wasn't another humorous Mormon novel at
that time. He suggested that since 1948 the
Saints had matured to the point where they
could laugh rather than bristle at Mormon
humor.
I wrote a preface to the second edition,
praising the Saints for their mature sense of
humor-after being told that my book was
funny, they loved it. Kenneth Hunsaker, in a
survey of LDS literature, called it the "best
Mormon novel." Today, Cracroft uses the
book in a Mormon literature course. All
things come, it is said, to those who wait.
SAMUELW
TAYLOR
Redwood City, CA

REFER TO THE SOURCE
I N MY ARTICLE on the origins of the
Book of Mormon, I failed to note-the source
for some bibliographic information on page
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64, note 5 ("Historical Criticism and the they should complement each other. He disBook of Mormon: A Personal Encounter," couraged us from bending the results of our
SUNSTONE,July 1993). References to Cham- work to confirm what we wanted to find, and
pollion's Precis and to Charles Anthon's re- he also practiced what he preached.
views of this work derive from a publication
What I find so interesting in the discusof the Foundation for Ancient Research and sion surrounding the historicity of the Book
Mormon Studies ("What Did Charles Anthon of Mormon is not that Wright questions its
historicity, but the quiet consternation I
Really Say!" EA.R.M.S.Update[May 19851).
EDWNFIRMAGE sense when he continues to claim that it is
Salt Lake City scripture. This kind of thinking presents difficult lessons for people who, like myself,
have sought historical "verificationnfor the
HARD QUESTIONS
Book of Mormon in the literature and mateHAVE FOLLOWED the discussion rial cultures of ancient civilizations. But by
concerninghistoricity and scripture, particu- redefining scripture in nonhistorical terms,
larly between William Hamblin and David we are suddenly faced with a different set of
Wright ("The Final Step" and "The Continu- issues: If the book is not "history," what are
ing Journey," SUNSTONE,July 1993). Of par- we supposed to do with it? Asked more preticular interest to me is the linkage Hamblin cisely, ''What exactly does the Book of Morinsists on establishing between scholarly mon teach us!" By not viewing the Book of
conclusions and a writer's spirituality. Ham- Mormon as history, we suddenly have to
blin seems unable to accept the idea that confront the book now, in our time. History
someone can arrive at uncomfortable conclu- is much easier to ignore.
I have long suspected that many DS
sions about the historicity of the Book of
scholars ramble off into the stacks trying to
Mormon and still accept it as scripture.
It was my pleasure to be Wright's student sew up the historicity question because it is
while doing graduate work in Near Eastern easier than the job of real life interpretation
Studies at BYU. During that time he made and the unblinking self-examination that
every effort to teach us that intellectual activ- must go with it.
For those who claim that intellectuals are
ity was not contrary to spirituality and that
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being too hard on our sacred writings, I church's teachings and be open, intellectually
suggest they look at the interpretive tradi- and spiritually,to searching for and accepting
tions of other faiths. Judaism, for example, more truth. I continue that search. This is the
scrutinizes its scripture with an exacting same principle upon which literally millions
criticism that most Mormons would never have joined the Church.
tolerate. But they take their scriptures seriHow can we possibly ask other people to
ously enough to really listen to what they accept a young missionary's challenge to
have to say I suggest we learn from them and question their deepest, most sacred convicnot be afraid of our own scriptures.
tions so that they will be willing to join the
SHELDON
GREAVES Church, and then once joined, demand that
Berkeley, CA they "follow the Brethren" and cease seeking
truth for themselves?
TRUTH SEEKERS
TEDMCCANN
Lake Forest, CA
ENJOYED L. Jackson Newell's article
concerning the recent actions taken by the
INVENTIVE WORDPLAY
Church to discipline some of its more outspoken members ("Scapegoats and ScarePLEASE FIND SPACE in that grandilocrows," SUNSTONE, Dec. 1993). I appreciate quently spectacular firestorm of polysyllabic
his insight into the irony of the situation, in theobabble, your "Readers' Forum," to inject
that there would be no LDS church if it were a note of thanks to Virginia Ellen Baker for
not for the principles of freedom of speech, the marvelously inventive wordplay of her
thought, and tolerance toward different relig- sonnet, "Mist on Garmisch Slopes" (SUNious views that were espoused so passion- STONE, Dec. 1993), whlch all by itself made
ately by our ~oundingFathers, - not to the issue worth the price of admission. My
mention Joseph Smith.
skier friends loved it. And to all you "soThe Church is using excommunication as called scholars": keep up the good work!
a harsh but effective way of silencing (censorLEONARD
SIDDHARTHA
ing) its members, thus intimidating others
Kent, WA
who might otherwise wish to express themselves. This is done ostensibly for the good
OWNING THE CHURCH
because, not being "spiritually mature," we
may not be able to discern truth on our own.
" O F SACRIFICE A Shrine," a poem
Benjamin Franklin, showing the opposite by Ingrid Fuhriman (SUNSTONE, Dec.
was true, proposed that all persons should
1993), really touched my heart. In the early
have access to the press because "if what is sixties, my father, brother Steven, and I built
published be good, Mankind has the benefit the Sunday SchooVScout room for the old
of it, if it be bad . . . the more tis made public, McLean chapel. Building that church is still
the more the weakness is exposed, and the one of my greatest memories. A "building
greatest disgrace falls on the author." Ga- missionary" lived with us for six months. On
maliel expressed the same thought when he several occasions, we had the important asplead for tolerance toward Peter and the signment of sleeping in the tool shed to
apostles when the Sanhedrin wished to dis- guard the property. Against all the rules, my
cipline them for their unorthodox teachings. dad brought his old Winchester and leaned
(See Acts 5:38-39.)
it against the shed wall. An old guard dog,
I left the religion of my birth and joined
chained to the door, would bark until we fed
the LDS church twenty-two years ago pre- him. Of course if you fed hi,he slept all
cisely because I was willing to question my night. We were never awakened, and I hope
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nothing was stolen. I don't know what our years before it became associated with mass played in heaven." With such a prophetic
family's assessment to the building fund was, baptisms or was used by President McKay at imprimatur for the pipes, perhaps it is now
but it had to have been a sacrifice.
the dedication of the London temple. As we time for each ward to have a "ward piper" to
Tlwty years after helping build that edi- understood it, the "new era" had everything greet the Saints each Sunday morning with
fice with my own hands, I still feel like it is to do with the quality of life of adult memthe stirring strains of "Scotland the Bravenmy church. When I visit that building, I still bers and nothing to do with forcing children the tune to which "Praise to the Man" is sung.
check the Sunday School room to make sure into a commitment they could not sustain.
Besides, just think what that would do for
it has held up after all these years.
On a more serious note, my nationalist missionary efforts in Scotland!
This week I drove by our new, under-con- genes require me to comment on Ann EdFREDS. BUCHANAN
struction stake center. We are not allowed on wards Cannon's observation that she'd like
Salt Lake City
the property by order of the builders. We can the Salt Lake Scots Pipe Band to play the
see pretty well from the road how well it's pipes at her funeral, although she realized
THE MOYLE ERA
going, but I wish my boys and I could sleep that "bagpipes are not a part of a traditional
on cots in the tool shed and guard the piles Mormon funeral." Could it be that their more
A S ONE WHO was intimately acof wood, or hammer hundreds of nails into
frequent use at funerals has been suppressed quainted with President Henry D. Moyle and
sheets of plywood. It would give them reason in spite of what the prophet David 0 . McKay privileged to be involved in what may well
for years to come to visit. They could then said about this most heavenly of musical have been the most productive (and surely
come by my house and we could laugh about
instruments?
most exciting) period of modem Church histhat lousy guard dog that wouldn't stop barkAround 1966, Bruce Hansen, pipe major tory, I protest Quinn's narrow handling of
ing until you fed it. I would even pay a little of the Salt Lake Scots, was asked to play at a what properly may be called the "Moyle Era."
extra assessment so I might think I bought a Salt Lake City ward social gathering for genPossibly there were abuses in the overbrick or two.
eral authorities. After he played, some of the zealous missionary efforts, but it is unlikely
MICHAELR.
WARNER Brethren commented that they weren't sure that they were of the magnitude implied by
whether they liked bagpipes. Thereupon
Manassas, VA
Quinn. A full disclosure of President Moyle's
David 0. McKay cautioned them: "Brethren, contributions most likely would lead to the
THE TRUE "NEW ERA
you had better learn to like the bagpipes following conclusions:
because that's the only music that will be
1. The actual number of converts who
ALTHOUGH WE MIGHT not encourage the excesses of the "Baseball Baptism
Era," I still feel uneasy hearing too often, at
missionary farewells and homecomings, that
the ultimate measure of a missionary's success is the quantity of those immersed rather
than the degree to which the quality of life
has been enhanced ("I-Thou vs. I-It Conversions: The Mormon 'Baseball Baptism' Era,"
SUNSTONE, Dec. 1993).
Michael Quinn's article made me grateful
that I served a mission in England and Scotland (1951-53) under the leadership of
Stayner Richards and A. Hamer Reiser before
baseball became the enticement to join the
Church. They emphasized the quality of conversions, and never, as far as I can remember,
the quotas--or what T. Edgar Lyon of the Salt
Lake Institute used to call "statistical righteousness."
Quinn attributes the term "new era" to
President McKay through Woodbury and
says it was the "nickname" for the mass baptisms of the late fifties. On 22 July 1943
(11:30A.M!), however, I took notes at a meeting of district presidents of the British mission held at Newchapel Manor, the London
Temple site. President Reiser said this was the
"beginning of a new era" for the Church in
the British Isles. The focus of this meeting
was not on converting masses, but on helping hundreds of Saints get ready for going to
the temple. I believe this was the first time
"new era" was used in public discourse-five
"It'sbest to convert a quaking aspen because you convert a whole grove."
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remained active and became Church leaders
was unsurpassed during this era.'
2: The value of Church property acquired
during this era would probably exceed $1
billion today This laid the foundation for the
present material well-being of the worldlride Church.
3. Moyle personally contributed to the
:hurch his family's rights to property in Florida and Georgia, currently worth some $500
-nillion.
4. He was one of the prime movers in the
planning of the present Church Office Building complex, providing the necessary facilities to administer a world-wide church.
5 . If he died of a "broken heart," it was
because few general authorities (other than
President McKay) caught the vision of what
was necessary to pull the Church out of the
early twentieth-century doldrums and into
ts period of rapid expansion.
Moyle was a unique, multi-faceted
:hurch leader. Before being a general authority, he had enjoyed successful careers as at-omey, rancher, founder of business

enterprises, mining engineer, and politician.
Few people knew him in all these roles.
Upon being called as an apostle, Elder
Moyle immediately and without qualification closed down all worldly activities and
dehcated all of his material goods and life
itself to the building of the kingdom. He
refused to have his Church works published
as this might appear as self-aggrandizement.
Would that the Church could again be
blessed with his type of talent and dedication.
HOWARD
J. MARSH
Santa Barbara, CA

CRYING ON CUE
M I c m L Q U I N N ~article rightly im
plies that the end continues to justify the
means in today's missionary effort. When I
was a missionary in France in the early
1970s, a member told me that both he and
his brother were products of baseball baptisms. I thought that this was an isolated
situation stemming from a handful of way-

X
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Contrary to popular belief, the Road to Hell is actually paved
with a comprehensive, lijetime IRS tax return.
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ward elders. Twenty more years have taught Geneva.
me that the emphasis on numbers continues
Those who served in France will rememand results in the abuse of missionaries and ber the tedious process of tracting door after
door, day after day, week after week, just to
members alike.
In the late 1980s, there was an incredible find a "golden contact." The baseball program was received with glad tidings as a
push in Montana to baptize, baptize, baptize.
I was a ,ward missionary and then the high reprieve from the monotonous routine of
council liaison to the stake mission, and
tracting. Baseball was certainly not a national
stake missionary meetings involved little pastime in France, and we had to teach the
more than marketing strategies. Ward mis- entire game to everyone interested in playsion leaders had to set and regularly report ing--even a few missionaries.
on numerical baptismal goals.
Then one day, at the bottom of the ninth,
The monthly Mission Architect newsletter, two outs, game tied, runners on first and
which always noted the "Top Fivenbaptizing third, our next batter was an overweight lad
stakes, threatened bishops with disciplinary with no skills whatsoever. The odds of him
action if they complained about the quality bringing in the winning run were less than
of the record number of "converts." It quoted me being translated. After reviewing his batElder Howard M! Hunter as saying, "No one ting stance and grip, I asked him, "Are you
should ever be heard to say that a person was sure you can hit the ball?" Stunned that I
baptized too soon." It also reported that would ask such a question, he paused for a
C. Dunn, while visiting the mission, minute and, without any doubt, replied, "I'll
brought direct counsel of the urgency to bapdo my best."
Words cannot describe the impact his retize an investigatorwithin two to three weeks
of the first meeting. Elder Dunn confirmed to sponse had on me. My selfish a i d inapprome in writing in February 1990 that "this was priate question was answered with his
presented to all General Authorities, includ- resounding commitment to do the best he
ing the Council of the Twelve, by the Execu- could. Here was a young boy who knew he
tive Director of the Missionary Department had very little to offer, but was determined to
with the instruction that it be taught try. His gutsy response to a young missionary
throughout the Church." Elder Dunn then has been the basis upon which I have atquoted President Kimball from June 1975: tempted to do my best as a son, husband,
"Brethren, the spirit of this work is urgency, father, friend, employer, and member.
Thus, while Quinn suggests the Baseball
and we must imbue our missionaries and our
Baptism Era left a great deal to be desired
Saints with the spirit of now, NOW NOW
We're not justified in waiting for the natural (rightfully so), there was at least one positive
slow process of bringing people into the
Church, we must move rather hastily"
Although all previous baptism records
were broken by this mission president,
whose personalized license plates said "LDS
MP," the members felt abused. They were
tired of missionaries crying on cue during the
first discussion to help &vestigators better
"feel the spirit." They grew weary when baptismal interviews were conducted only thirty
minutes before scheduled baptisms. Likewise, they were saddened when, despite valiant efforts and fellowshipping, so many of
the new "converts" went immediately and
totally inactive. Few were saddened,'however, when this mission president's three
pars were over.
RICHARDWILLIAMS
Billings, MT

or en

experience as a result of its implementation.
JOHNH. EMMETT
Portland, OR

WOODBURY'S BLESSING
shall never forgetwoodbury's kindness to me
as a stranger in spiritual crisis.
While in distress thenight before defending my doctoral dissertation, T. Bowring
Woodbury's face flashed in my mind. My
friend Calvin Wood and I decided to seek
him out immediately Woodbury's address
was in the phone book.
As our car pulled up in front of Woodbury's house, he and his wife were coming
down the walk. He took one look at me and
said, "You've come for a blessing?" "Yes," I
I
answered. In his living room, C ~ anointed
my head, and Woodbun, sealed the anointing. Before the blessing, he asked me nothing
about myself, except my full name, and began praying to get in tune.
Suddenly, Woodbury spoke with a different voice, filled with confidence and unequivocal promises. I'll never forget the
image in his first words: "A cordon of angels
will-surround you in your hour of need so
that your mind will be released." Next he
spoke about my Slavic ancestry and future
involvementwith my father's people. Uncannily, those words reminded me of a visionary
experience I, myself, had had less than a year
earlier while talking to my father about his
-

~

"WHO'S ON FIRST?"

I

WAS A "new era" missionary in the
French East Mission (1962-64), and well
remember those afternoons playing baseball
in the quartiers of Lyon, Dijon, Cannes, and
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genealogy. After the blessing I felt somewhat
comforted, and thanked Woodbury for his
kindness. 1 never saw him again.
After a fitful night, I still felt mentally
blocked. Then at about ten o'clock something subtle, but powerful, happened in my
mind. The block to my memory was gone,
and clarity and confidence flowed in. I soon
discovered that I had virtually total recall,
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something I'd never before experienced. Facing my dissertation committee, I had comSPONDENCE. ADDRESS LETTERS FOR
mand of my mind and subject like never PUBLICATION TO "READERS' FORUM"
before. During a small, bright window of
(FAX:801/355-4043). WE EDIT LETTERS
time, God spoke to me through T. Bowring FOR CLARITY AND TONE AND CUT
Woodbury as a willing channel, and my proTHEM FOR SPACE, DUPLICATION, AND
fessional life was spared.
VERBOSITY. LETTERS ADDRESSED TO
EUGENEKOVALENKO AUTHORS WILL BE FORWARDED UNLos Alamos, NM
OPENED TO THEM.
@
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